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SUMMARY
The biaxial state of stress in the webs of structural concrete members is described, which is
presented by a truss model with the combined action of the stirrups and concrete tensile ties. The
magnitude of the load carried by concrete in tension is determined by the friction of the crack
faces and therefore the state of strain in the web and crack width have to be determined.
However, this allows the calculation of the behaviour from cracking until failure. The influence of
axial forces and of the prestress on the ultimate resistance can be consistently described as well
as the effective concrete strength explained.

RÉSUMÉ

L'état de contrainte biaxial au sein d'éléments en béton est traduit par l'analogie du treillis, qui
modélise les efforts de traction apparaissant soit dans les étiers, soit dans le béton. L'amplitude
de la charge reprise par le béton en traction est déterminée par le frottement des surfaces des
fissures, ce qui impose la détermination de la largeur des fissures ainsi que de l'état de contrainte
au sein de l'élément considéré. Or cette démarche permet le calcul du comportement allant de la
fissuration à la rupture; par conséquent, on pourra décire l'influence des forces axiales et de la
précontrainte sur la résistance ultime aussi bien que la résistance effective du béton de l'élément
étudié.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
In Stegen von Konstruktionsbetonteilen herrscht ein zweiachsiger Spannungszustand, der durch
ein Fachwerk mit Zugkräften in den Bügeln sowie im Beton modelliert wird. Der vom' Beton auf
Zug getragene Lastanteil wird aus den durch die Reibung in den Rissen übertragbaren
Spannungen bestimmt, und deshalb müssen der Dehnungszustand im Steg und die Rissbreiten
bestimmt werden. Dies erlaubt jedoch die Berechnung des Tragverhaltens von der Rissbildung
bis zum Bruch. Der Einfluss von Längskräften und der Vorspannung auf die Tragfähigkeit kann
konsistent angegeben und die «effektive Betonfestigkeit» erklärt werden.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The well-known trass for members with transverse reinforcement is a basic model for structural concrete as
shown by MacGregor, Marti and Schiaich in /l/. However, it is also a simple model with only two variables
to cover all design cases: the strut inclination 0 and the strength Ocw of the compression struts. This
simplicity may lead to contradictions with the real behaviour of members and even to inconsistencies with
other models used in the design concept. An important case are the members with moderate shear, which
only require light transverse reinforcement: until now most codes provide an empirically derived Vc-term;
yet for a trass model unrealistic low values for have to be assumed, which allow almost no staggering of the
tension chord reinforcement. A further example is the "effective strength" of the compression fields or struts,
where either simply different values depending on the stress situation are proposed or refined strain-
considerations are made. Finally, the trass with an uniaxial compression field is an insufficient model for the
limit state of serviceability and therefore in codes mostly detailing rules are given (MacGregor /I f).

The aim of this article is to contribute to a clear understanding of the structural behaviour of B-regions with
shear forces by presenting a model for the stresses and strains of cracked webs with transverse reinforcement.
It will be shown that tensile stresses occur in the web due to the friction of the crack-faces, and that by
modelling this the above mentioned inconsistencies are avoided as explained in 121.

2. EQUILIBRIUM

The equilibrium in the B-region of a r.c.- or p.c.-member is investigated according to the well-known method
by Mörsch, to cut the member along the cracks and to deal with the resulting elements in free-body diagrams.
For a typical B-region at an end-support the elements are the solid concrete struts between the cracks (Fig.2).
For simplicity straight cracks are assumed, whereby their inclinations depend on the degree of prestress and
on the magnitude of the axial compressive or tensile force N. Mörsch was satisfied with the capacity of the
truss formed by the stirrups and the struts between the cracks (Fig.2a), but now generally the contribution of
the friction of the crack faces (Fig. 1) is taken into account by assuming flatter strut- than crack-inclinations.
(The dowel force of the longitudinal reinforcemnt is neglected in the following for simplicity.) The term
"friction" is used here as a general term covering all types of concrete, e.g. also lightweight concrete with no
aggregate interlock. Such frictional stresses were so far mostly regarded as components of an uniaxial
compression field with an inclination flatter than that of the cracks, like by Kupfer/Mang/Karavesyroglou /3/,
Kiimair/Mang /4/, as well as dei Poli/Gambarova/Karakoc /5/. In the following the biaxial state of stress in
the web is derived.

From the vertical equilibrium in Fig.l follows:

V — crsw z cotp + Vf + Vp W
sw

whereby Vp is the vertical component of the total force in an inclined prestressed reinforcement. Prestressing
is here considered internally in the strains, which is here of advantage since later the strains and relative
displacements of the crack-faces have to be determined. The strain in the tension-chord follows from the
force, which can be calculated from the equilibrium of moments of the end-support region (Fig.l). Similarly
the force C and the corresponding strain in the compression chord are determined from the horizontal
equilibrium.

The vertical component Vf of the friction forces can be expressed in terms of the friction stresses in the
middle of the web

V) bw z [rfo + Tfa (1 - CO\ßc:/m) ] (2)

Thereby the well-known relation for friction was assumed

rf tfo + fit ' ot Tfo + Tfa with //f cotijj =1,7 (3)

which, however, contrary to the usual applications depends on the crack displacements. The relatively high
value for Mf was derived from Walraven's constitutive laws for crack widths up to 0,5 mm (see 12, 15/).

Now all the forces and stresses along the crack are defined, and the stress field in the solid concrete strut
between the cracks can be determined. In Fig.2 all stresses are given with respect to the crack direction. The
trass-action (Fig.2a) is made up by the stirrups and the uniaxial compression field between the cracks. The
stress fields due to the friction (Fig.2b) are looked at seperately for a better understanding: the shear stresses
Tf result in a biaxial tension-compression field with an inclination of ßcr/2 of the compression field; the
normal stresses Of result in principal compressive stresses 02and tensile stresses Oj parallel to the crack.
Altogether a biaxial stress field exists, whereby the principal stresses and the principal inclination1^ (Fig.2b)
may be determined acc. to the linear elastic theory. This is valid since the principal tensile stresses remain
smaller than the concrete tensile strength once the crack pattern has formed.
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a) end-support region and forces b) forces due to friction
Fig.1 : Free-body diagram for an end-support region of a structural concrete member
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b) stresses due to friction

Fig.2: Forces and stresses for the concrete strut between the cracks

The stress field resulting in the web from all the actions in Fig.2 is that of a principal compression 02 inclined
at the angleQand a principal tension(for higher shear also small compression) perpendicular to that. This was
already described by Reineck in 161, and even earlier by Lipski PI who, however, gave a different
explanation for the tension field. This state of stress results in the two models shown in Fig.3: the well-
known truss model formed by an uniaxial compression field and the stirrups (Fig.3a), as well as a truss-
model with concrete tensile ties (Fig.3b). These are the two load paths referred to by
Schlaich/Schäfer/Jennewein /8/. The models in Fig.3 are statically equivalent to the model shown in Fig.l,
and this also means that there is no principal contradiction between the two well-known approaches in the
shear design: the "shear-friction theory" leading e.g. to a Vc-term on one side, and the truss-analogy on the
other side. In these truss-models the discrete cracks are not modelled but these must be looked at in order to
determine the magnitude of the tensile stress Oj, which only depends on the friction stresses along the crack.
However, these trusses visualize the flow of the forces in a member more clearly and simpler. So the overall
model (Bruggeling /!/) and the sectional approach are both necessary.
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a) stirrups and uniaxial compression field

vcr°i bwz cote

b biaxial concrete stress field

Fig.3: Truss models following from the principal stresses between the cracks

It must be mentioned that further tensile stresses occur in the struts due to the bond of the stirrups (see /3, 4,
9, 10/). These tensile stresses reduce the stirrup stresses and strains between the cracks (tension stiffening
effect), but they do not contribute to the load transfer.

With this model for the biaxial state of stress in the web of structural concrete members with transverse
reinforcement a clear transition to the model for members without transverse reinforcement is achieved as
also explained in /2, 15/. So apart from being transparent, this model enables a consistent treatment from
members with transverse reinforcement to unreinforced members.

3. KINEMATICS AND CONSTITUTIVE RELATIONS

3.1 Kinematics
The strains of an element in the B-region can be calculated from the strains of the truss formed by the stirrups
and the solid concrete struts between the cracks (Fig.2a). The stresses due to friction (Fig.2b) are then
considered by the deformations of the concrete stmts:

6cw e„ (CT, - 0,2 CT|)/E0 (4)

The complete state of strain of a beam-element in a B-region with shear forces is as follows:

- longitudinal strain in the middle of the web: fx (t's ~ ec) /2 (5a)

- curvature: ic k • z (es + e0) /2 (5b)

- vertical strain: ez esw (5C)

- shear strain: yxz ex/ tan ßcr + ecw/ sin ßcr cos ßcr + e3w ' tan ßcr (5d)

For the vertical strain the beneficial tension stiffening effect between cracks was neglected, because the
anchorage slip of the stirrups has a controversial effect; more refined considerations were e.g. made by
Kupfer et al. /3,4/.
With these equations the bending- and shear-stiffnesses of the beam-element are principally given and may
be used either for a non-linear analysis or for calculating deformations, since the equations are not limited to
the ultimate limit state. The difference to many well-known works, e.g. also by Collins/Mitchell /11/ is, that
the crack-inclination is considered and that the direction of the principal strain does not coincide with that of
the compression field; further explanations were given by Haidjasaputra /12/ and Reineck/Hardjasaputra /13/.

Since the strains are known also the crack width n and the slip s in the middle of the web can be calculated
for a given crack-spacing scr (measured horizonally):

An „ Scr— (ex + fsw + few) • Sin ßcr + /C—COS/Scr (6a)

A
^

— - ex
" cos/Scr + (esw + ecw)sin2^or/cos/Scr + k—sin^cr-2,4-^-sin/Scr (6b)

scr Z E0
These crack displacements determine the magnitude of the friction transferring the biaxial stress field over
the cracks.

3.2 Constitutive Relations
For the concrete and the steel bi-linear stress-strain curves can be used 111. The strength of the solid concrete
stmts between the cracks (see also /14/ and section 6) is not lower than:

few — 85 * fc Or fCrry — 0, 80 * fc (7)
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The constitutive equations for the friction of the crack-faces were already explained in /15/ and so here only^ result is given:
rfQ As-0,24An
T 0, 096 ' An + 0, 01

W'th An'As[mm] (8)

The stress Of or "^follows then from Eq.(3). The friction stress Tf0 is the limiting value without normal
stresses Of on the crack face and was set to

o,45 y1 (1 with An [mm] (9)

This is a much lower value than that given by Vecchio/Collins/Bhide /9, 10/. With these formulations the
whole response of the B-region in a member may principally be determined from cracking until failure, and
this is demonstrated in the following by two examples.

4. STIRRUP STRAINS AT SERVICE LOAD

For determining the crack width of the inclined cracks in a web all strains must be known acc. to Eq. (6a),
but the stirrup strains play of course a dominant role. Presently a semi-empirical approach is used for
predicting the stresses and strains for in the stirrups under service load conditions: the stresses are calculated
for a truss model with struts at 45° and the actual load V is reduced by a Vc-term. The presented combination
of truss models with additional tensile struts in the web can be used for checking the requirements at the
serviceability limit state. As an example for this the well-known test series of identically reinforced beams
with varying web thicknesses (varying b/bw-ratio) by Leonhardt/Walther /16/ was calculated, and Fig.4
shows the comparison of the measured and calculated stirrup stresses with increasing load. Contrary to a

truss-model, the presented model yields the typical characteristic of the measured curves. It can also be seen
that the usually used Vc-term is not equal to the cracking load as often pretended. However, the calculated
values are partly very conservative because the tension stiffening effect was not considered for the stirrup
strains. If this is improved the model may serve as a relatively simple tool for determining crack widths. Of
course, additionally to the strains also the crack spacing must be determined.

Fig.4: Development of stirrup stresses with the load for test-beams with varying web-thicknesses
of Leonhardt/Walther /16/

These results may be interpretated in terms of the load proportions taken by the models with the stirrups or
the tensile struts (Fig.3), and such values are given in Fig.5 for the load step 60kN (service load) and the load
at yielding of the stirrups. For the two beams with the thick webs the truss with the concrete tensile struts
carry quite a considerable part of the load, although the tensile stresses remain low; for the thin-webbed
beams the load is almost totally carried by the trass with stirrups. From this it is obvious that the model with
the concrete tensile struts is especially relevant for members with moderate shear like in buildings and for
foundations.

beam Per
Ser

e

vice loac

Vfc
V — 60 kN

Vct j'Wsy Vsw

Yielding Es

V I e
w =1,6»/

Vfc
JO

vct VSW

95.7ET 1 55» 31.7 0,0180 52,5 I 0,106 7 4 151,9 24,3 0,0140 56.2
ET 2 55» 26,0 0,0201 37.2 I 0,256 22,6 113.9 26,0 0,0137 25.5 88,4
ET 3 45» 25.2 0.0014 1.9 0 634 58,2 75,9 27, 4 -0,0062 -7,1 83.0
ET 4 35° 30 5 0.0028 1,5 0,794 58,2 72 1 30,8 - 0.0002 -0.1 72.2

Fig.5: Calculated values for two load stages of the test-beams in Fig.4
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5. DIMENSIONING AT THE ULTIMATE LIMIT STATE

The main results for the ULS are summarized in the well-known dimensioning diagram (Fig.6) which is
simplified by assuming a constant shear force component qf with increasing ultimate shear force. However,
this is quite a good approximation as comparisons with similarly derived diagrams by Kupfer et al /3, 4/ and
Gambarova /5/ show. Also Hardjasaputra/Reineck /12, 13/ came to similar results based on a simple
kinematic condition proposed by Hardjasaputra /12/, which includes the slip in the cracks and thereby the
direction of the principal strain deviation from the direction of the principal compression.

Fig.6: Principal sketch of a dimensioning diagram for the tranverse reinforcement in B-regions and
influence of prestress and axial tensile and compressive forces

Since p.c.-beams exhibit a flatter crack inclination than r.c. beams, less stirrups are required although the
value for qf is smaller. For medium values of qu the friction capacity defines the ultimate load, and only for
high values qu the concrete between the cracks really fails in compression. This occurs at slightly lower shear
forces than according to the theory of plasticity because the web is here in biaxial compression (due to high
stresses Of on the crack face). Of course, in test beams the difference between both "failure types" is not
always clearly recognizable, especially not for p.c. beams and webs or panels with small crack spacing.

Axial forces are also constantly considered in the equilibrium equations (see Fig.l), leading e.g. to higher
axial strains Ex as well as steeper crack inclinations for tension flanges of box-girders. It is expecially worth
mentioning that for high axial compression very small crack inclinations and therefore also small inclinations
©for the compression field are possible; therefore a lower limit for ©is not necessary according to this
proposal, since it is taken into account by the limitation of the friction transfer. (Why not 10° for box-
columns of bridges with high axial compression? Here the model is that of a very flat strut as explained by
Schlaich /l/>. However, since structural concrete is capable of some redistribution, also higher stmt
inclinations than that of the cracks can occur as pointed out by Kupfer/Guckenberger /17/, who tested and
clearly explained the structural behaviour of highly compressed structural concrete members.

Finally it may be concluded that the presented model explains the "Vc-term" and that the simple demanded
ways of accounting for it (MacGregor /If) are possible, as demonstrated by a joint proposal from Kupfer and
Reineck for the CEB MC 90.

6. EFFECTIVE CONCRETE STRENGTH

When applying the theory of plasticity to structural concrete, an effective concrete strength for the
compression field is taken, which is lower than the uniaxial compression strength (Marti and MacGregor/l/).
For a compression field crossing cracks it is now obvious from before, that this value is not constant but
depends on the strain condition as well as on the direction and spacing of the cracks, if the friction capacity is
decisive. If the compression struts between cracks govern the failure, the reduction of the strength of stmts
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between cracks is only up to to 0,85 fc and 0,8 fc according to many tests by different researchers as

explained in /14/; therefore lower values are unnecessarily restrictive.

If now the ultimate loads according to the diagram (Fig.6), are interpretated by the well-known truss with a

uniaxial compression field as shown in Fig.7, then the so-called effective concrete strength (v-few) varies
with the ultimate load or the inclination 0. The value v now cannot be constant, since the friction
characteristics cannot only be formulated in terms of strength values, like normally in "shear-friction
theories", but a complete description of the strength as well as relative crack displacements is required.
Therefore a crack direction has to be assumed and the crack spacing has to be calculated, in order to evaluate
the crack width for a given strain condition.

All these influencing parameters may simply be described by their effect on the friction component qf, acc. to
Fig.7, and this is shown in Fig.8. The influence of the crack spacing as well as of the crack inclination
follows from Fig.8a; thereby the crack spacing is of principal importance because by this parameter a "size-
effect" is induced: for larger member depths the crack widths are larger for same rotations or curvatures (as
explained in /157) and also larger bar diameters are used resulting in larger crack widths and smaller values
for the friction component qf. This also follows from the works of Gambarova /5/ and Kupfer et al /4/. The
vertical or stirrup strains (Fig.8b) also limit the friction capacity, if large values are reached (unless a second
crack field appears and the original cracks close). The longitudinal strains (Fig.8c) reflect mainly the
influence of axial forces, which furthermore have an additional effect on the crack inclination. In case of
axial compression the crack inclination and also qf acc. to Fig.8a or 8c decreases, but this is more than made

up by the capacity increase of the truss (see Eq.(l) and Fig.2a).

a) influence of crack spacing b) influence of stirrup strain c) influence of long strain

Fig.8: Influence of crack spacing, crack inclination and strains on the shear force component qf
carried by friction

All this shows, that the limited friction transfer also explains the reduction of the effective concrete strength
with increasing tranverse strain, which was pointed out by Collins et al /9, 10, 11/; a direct comparison was
given in /14/. Furthermore however, the crack spacing and thereby the crack width have an influence, since
friction is involved and it is not only a problem of "compression with transverse tension" (as also only in
most tests) or of "compression-softening". Consequently it means reversing cause and effect if the "shear
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transfer strength" is explained by the "softening" of the concrete as done by Hsu /18/. The force transfer over
cracks is a discrete problem and must be dealt with as such, similar to the force transfer over joints as

discussed by Ruth /19/. Both problems require a model for the structural behaviour of the whole
member, but they also have an influence on it, e.g. in terms of a low "effective strength". Finally it must be
mentioned that there might be further causes for a strength reduction as shown by Thürlimann /20/.
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